
Hi Year 6, 

How are you all doing? Hopefully you are all well - staying safe, keeping yourselves occupied 

and generally staying out of trouble! Another week has passed and so we thought we would 

check in and see how you are all getting along. During the past week, we hope that you have 

managed to get out and enjoy yourselves or stay in and enjoy yourselves: pay attention to 

the enjoy yourselves bit. 

With a new week comes a new lot of home learning which you could possibly be doing to 

keep the boredom at bay. It builds on and continues what you have been doing this week. 

We hope you are enjoying the English and really miss teaching it to you as it is a great story 

with some many things to explore.  Maths, hopefully made you think as it was a new topic; 

we would have loved to have known some of the WALTs you gave yourself last week. 

Fingers crossed the videos helped and made things clear for you. As for topic, we can only 

guess the range of movies that you decided to watch and how you decided to explore the 

human eye. We have also been wondering how the baking turned out? Were there any 

disasters or are you all contenders for MasterChef? Alas we will never know, unless you 

send in pictures of your efforts. 

This week follows a similar pattern and again, we have given you all ideas for what you 

could do in the main areas of learning for this term. More Maths. More English. More 

History. More Science. More Art and more cooking – enjoy! 

We have once again checked TTRS and Stars, you are still the best however, Crescents you 

have shown remarkable improvement – maybe a battle is necessary??? Who would win, we 

wonder? 

Anyway, that’s it for now. We just wanted to say “Hi” and let you know that we have been 

thinking of you all. Take care of yourselves and your families and please remember to have a 

go at the things we suggest but to, more importantly, have a bit of fun every day. Make sure 

you find time to smile and laugh! 

Miss Mountford and Mrs Leech. 

 

 


